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34 Fitzroy Street, Kilmore, Vic 3764

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 6 Area: 1966 m2 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/34-fitzroy-street-kilmore-vic-3764-2


$795,000

Nestled within Kilmore lies "Langdale", a resplendent early 20th-century residence built in approx. 1915. This family

home, with its inscribed name at its entrance, tells the tale of its original owners, pioneers who journeyed from their farm

near Goldie, establishing this beautiful residence. Upon entering, you're immediately struck by the grandeur of a wide

hallway that stands as a testament to the property's rich history. The sophisticated lounge at the front sets the ambience

for what lies ahead. Further inside, the contemporary kitchen emerges as the beating heart of the home. Heritage

elements such as the traditional cooker amidst exposed original brickwork are harmoniously complemented by modern

amenities. The beautiful Tasmanian oak floor, abundant storage, and thoughtfully designed spaces make it a home chef's

dream. A unique underground cellar awaits your personal touch. Adjacent is a dining room keeping whoever is doing the

cooking in the loop of the conversation. Leading from this hub is the family room, perfect for relaxation. The expansive

main bedroom presents a luxurious retreat with a walk-in robe and chic ensuite. Three additional bedrooms, each with

their unique charm, share an immaculately renovated central bathroom. Serenity is at the forefront of "Langdale's"

offerings. From its elevated vantage point, one is treated to captivating views of meticulously maintained gardens,

picturesque surroundings and spectacular sunsets adding magic to this residence.  Whether it's the artistic stained glass,

elegant arches, pressed metal ceilings, rejuvenated Baltic floorboards or the ornate fireplaces (some ornamental), each

room sings a song of the bygone era. A notable highlight is the versatile upstairs space, perfect for contemplative

moments or as a dedicated study. But the surprises don't end indoors. The property also features a recently constructed

garage, spacious at 12m x 7.6m, complete with power and concrete flooring, meeting the needs of automotive enthusiasts

and hobbyists alike.A leisurely stroll away are the Kilmore Race Course, Golf Course, and the tranquil trails of Monument

Hill. With schools, verdant parks, bustling shops and transport, everything you need is within reach.Experience the

perfect blend of history, luxury, and modern convenience at "Langdale", where every corner tells a story, and every sunset

promises a new memory.


